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1.PUBLIC LICENSE AGREEMENT
1 Definitions

"Agreement" means this VTT's Software Public License Agreement.

"Contributor(s)" means any individual or entity that creates or contributes to a Modification of the
Licensed Work.

"Licensee" means a legal entity who is exercising rights under this Agreement.

"Licensed work" means the software and/or any work related to the software.

"Modification" means any addition, deletion, change, improvement, or impairment to the Licensed
Work and any translation (in natural or programming languages) of the Licensed Work. Modification
may not be an identifiable separate part not derived from the original software.

"Binary Code" means machine readable and executable software code.

"Source Code" means machine and human readable and compile-ready software code.

"Original Contributor" means VTT.

"Recipient" means any legal entity receiving the software under this agreement

2 Grant of Rights

Contributors (Original and others) grant the Licensee a royalty-free, non-exclusive license, subject to
third party intellectual property claims to use, copy, distribute and modify the Licensed Work for any
legal purposes as stated in this Agreement.

3 Copying and Distributing

Licensee may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Licensed work as long as the notice by the
Original Contributor and this Agreement are intact. Licensee must include this Agreement with each
and every copy of the Licensed Work. Licensee may charge a fee for the act of transferring a copy.

Licensee may copy or distribute the Licensed Work in Binary Code without the Source Code if the
Source Code will by other means be available for the Recipient.

Licensee is free to release identifiable separate parts of his modifications that are not derived from the
Licensed Work under a different license. These modifications must contain a clear identification of the
Contributor and a notice of the applicable license.

4 Modifying

The Licensee may make Modifications to the Licensed Work, as long as he states who changed the
files and the date of Modification; all Modifications are published under this license.

5 Termination

The License and rights granted under this Agreement are terminated automatically if the Licensee fails
to comply any term or condition herein, if this Agreement may not comply with applicable law, if the
use of the Licensed Work would infringe any intellectual property rights of any party (including third
party), or if the distribution of the Licensed Work would violate any import and/or export laws or
regulations.

Upon termination, the Licensee must destroy all copies of the Licensed Work in his possession.

6 Warranty

Contributors (Original and/or others) do not grant any warranty for the Licensed Work, to the extent
permitted by applicable law. Original and/or other Contributors provide this Work free of charge on an
"AS IS" basis without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied, including, but not limited to,
the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose or that the Licensed
Work will not infringe any intellectual property rights of any party (including third party).

Unless required by applicable law will none of the Contributors be liable to the Licensee for damages
including any general, special, direct, indirect, incidental or consequential damages arising out of the
use or inability to use the Licensed Work. The Licensee shall be solely liable for any and all damage
incurred to a third party from the Licensee's use of the Licensed Work. VTT Public License Version
0.5 11.11.2002



2.Introduction
This document is a manual describing the advanced usage of Nipper. It is assumed
that the reader has red and understood the Nipper basic user guide.  Advanced using
includes implementation of new protocols and networks interface modules.

In the first place Nipper is developed as to be a testing tool for VTT's internal projects
but since it is considered to be practical enough to be used also more generally, it is
published as a open source software.

3.Architecture
Nipper  is  architecturally  divided  to  three  parts,  which  are  illustrated  in  Figure  1.
These parts are Nipper Graphical User Interface (GUI), Packet Engine and Network
Interface. Packet editor is integrated to the Nipper's GUI but also both Packet Engine
and Network Interface are controlled via same GUI. 

Packet Engine does the actual  building of the packets. Packet  sets  are transported
from Packet Editor to Packet Engine in XML-format. Packet Engine parses the XML-
file, constructs the packets and uses Network IF for sending them.

Network  Interface  does  the  actual  sending  of  the  packets.  Instead  of  sending  the
packets, Network Interface can for example analyse packets.

Nipper  architecture  is  designed  so  that  Network  Interface  can  easily  be  added,
modified or removed.

Following class diagram in  5 present a internal architecture of Nipper. Usually it is
not needed to study functionality of Nipper in that detailed level but figure eases a
further development. 

Figure 1 Nipper architecture



4.Creation of network interfaces
The network interface module (NIF) of Nipper is replaceable and Nipper users can
make their own modules according their own special needs. The easiest way to create
a own NIF is to get one of the existing ones and modify it to meet new requirements.
We  suggest  to  use  the  class  PacketDumper.java as  a  starting  point  of  NIF
development. 

4.1 Methods

The   new  NIF  must  inherit  from NetworkInterface  class  (part  of  PacketEngine).
Methods of the programming interface of the NIFare presented in Table 1 as well as
their purposes. Notice that the method getIFTag() must be overrided.

Return value Method Description

String getIFTag() Returns  a  tag  information  of  the  NIF.
E.g. the name of NIF

boolean ifdown() Shuts down the NIF.

boolean ifup() Gets the NIF up and running.

boolean sendData(byte[] packet) Packet Engine uses this method when it
gives a data packet to NIF for sending.

boolean setParams(String params) This  method  is  used  to  set  NIF's
parameters

Table 1NIF API

4.2 Adding a new NIF to Nipper

When you have written your own NIF, you might want to get it in the use. This is
easy.  Just  add  your  brand  new NIF  to  the  system  classpath  and  to  the  Nipper's
configuration file.

Figure 2. Nipper class diagram



5.Creation of protocols
The  easiest  way  to  implement  a  new protocol  is  to  copy-and-modify  one  of  the
existing  protocols  (in  a  directory  packetengine/header).  Protocol  class
UDP.java or IPv4.java should work fine as a guideline.

A new protocol class must be a subclass of  Header and be a part of the package
packetengine.header and  thus  located  in  the  directory  Nipper-
x.x.x/src/PacketEngine/packetengine/header.

5.1 Fields and methods

A protocol  class contains several (TAG_ NAME_)-pairs which contains parameters.
The values of these parameters is set by characters-method and get by getTags
()-method. Parameter pairs can be added and removed according the needs of each
case.

Two of the parameter-value-pairs are mandatory and must always be updated when
some old class is copied.  Mandatory fields are  TAG_NAME and NAME_NAME.
TAG_NAME must be the name of the class and NAME_NAME is a human-readable
name  of  the  protocol  class  (for  example:.  TAG_NAME =”UDP”  and
NAME_NAME=”Unreliable Datagram Protocol”).

The methods of the protocol  header are presented in Table 2. Methods that definitely
must  be  overrided /  re-implemented  are  constructor, build,  characters
and  getTags.  “Get”-methods  just  return  parameter  values  so  they  can  be  left
untouched.

Method Describtion

Constructor First call super(). Here you can reserve a buffer if your header is
fixed length. Otherwise, you must update 'end' constantly.

Buid Here you can calcuate checksums etc.  Build() might  be called
several times as other headers need to move this header.

Characters Characters-method makes parsing of the user's input.

getName Returns the value of NAME_NAME-tag.

getType Returns the value of TAG_NAME-tag.

getTags Returns tags as a single Hashtable.

getProtocolID Returns the value of PROTOCOL_ID-tag.

Table 2. Methods of protocol header



5.2 Debugging

There  is  a  static  debugging  method  (debugln(int  severity,  string
message)) available in class PacketUtills. It is adviced to use that for debugging
since it prints to the Nipper's output screen and enables message importance levels.

Nipper's debug levels are:

•   0 Most important messages (quiet mode)

•   1 Important but not essential messages (verbose mode)

•   3 Less important messages (debug mode)

•   5 Everything (very desperate debugging mode)

5.3 Adding a new protocol to Nipper

When new protocol  header implementation is written, add it to the String array in the
class  PacketEngineCore. Add a separator too if necessary.

Compile, run and have fun.

6.Tips & Hints
Here is a list of  general guidelines and tips to use with Nipper (and most of the  are
suitable generally everywhere) :

➢ Carefully choose the default values to minimise the possibility of user's unintended
mistakes.  For  example  in  IPv4  the  IP-addresses  are  set  to  undefined  address
(0.0.0.0) and the TTL to 1.

➢ Choose good names for the variables. You also migth want to add the type of the
argument to the end of the human readable name of the variable.  For example
"TTL (0...255)".

➢ Comment your code. Keep in mind that things you keep axiomatic, might not be so
trivial for the reader.


